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INTRODUCTION

This is the third volume in a series which identifies and evaluates the requirements
for developing and operationalizing the Trans-Asian Railway in the Indochina and ASEANSubregion. 

In this volume, TAR development requirements in Thailand (north and east of
Bangkok), the countries of Indochina, the Yunnan Province of China, and Myanmar areaddressed. 

Earlier volumes pro~'ide an Executive Summary and an analysis of TAR
development requirements in Indonesia, Singapore, Malaysia, and Thailand (south of
Bangkok). These volumes constitute a report on a study conducted by ESCAP in two
phases (one each for the ASEAN and Greater Mekong portions of the subregion) over a
period of 21 months, from Janua~1/ 1994 to September 1995.

The background, mandate and overall objectives of this study, for which funds were
generously provided by the Government of Japan, have been covered in Volume 1
(the Executive Summary).

The existing railway systerns of the subregion are distinctive from railway systems
in other parts of the ESCAP region in that they provide a network in which the one metre
(1,000 mm) track gauge predominates. Metre gauge railways generally feature light trackstructures, 

light axle loads, slow speeds and small vehicle profiles. These characteristics
pose unique problems of limited capacity in an era of dynamic trade and economic growth
throughout the region in general and the subregion in particular. When they have to
interface with wider gauge railways in neighbouring countries, they can impose capacity
bottlenecks for international transportation offreight, especially of containers. This study has
therefore had to focus on railway operational problems not widely encountered in other TAR
Corridor studies.

In addition, the portion of the subregion which is the subject of this Volume does not
at present have a continuous railway network capable of handling international traffic.
Discontinuities (missing links) exist in particular between Thailand and Cambodia, Cambodia
and Viet Nam, Yunnan Province and Myanmar, and between Myanmar and Thailand. A
major focus of this volume, therefore, is the requirement to undertake the construction of
new lines in order to provide a continuous international railway network which can offer apractical, 

cost effective and attractive alternative to other transport modes in the cross
border movement of trade consignments.

As with the first phase of the study, covering the ASEAN countries, the approach
adopted for this second phase, covering the counties of the Greater Mekong Area, is to
identify a potential TAR network and to assess what is required for the future development
and operationalization of this network, in order to satisfy a primary need for the international
transportation of containers. As with the first phase also, particular emphasis has been given
in this phase to the application of minimum standards for railway structure and vehicle
dimensions, railway vehicle axle loads, and train speeds. Adherence to such standards
would be required both for existing and new links in the proposed TAR network in the

subregion.
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